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Abstract	 As high dimensional data occur as a rule rather than an excep�
tion in critical care today� it is of utmost importance to improve acquisition�
storage� modelling� and analysis of medical data� which appears feasable only
with the help of bedside computers	 The use of clinical information systems
o�ers new perspectives of data recording and also causes a new challenge
for statistical methodology	 A graphical approach for analysing patterns in
statistical time series from online monitoring systems in intensive care is
proposed here as an example of a simple univariate method� which contains
the possibility of a multivariate extension and which can be combined with
procedures for dimension reduction	
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� Introduction

Increasing technical possibilities in online recording of complex data struc�
tures produce manifold challenges for statistical methods	 For instance� the
use of clinical information systems 
CIS� in intensive care medicine makes
it possible to report online� simultaneously� and automatically up to ����
physiological variables� laboratory data� device parameters etc	 Even senior
physicians may not be able to develop a systematic response to any problem
involving more than seven variables 
Miller� ����	 To allow for a more di�er�
entiated approach to therapy and computer aided clinical decision making�
it seems necessary to develop tools for a suitable bedside decision support	
The patient data are multivariate time series	 Thus modelling and analysis

of the underlying dynamic is a central task� which should be solved to obtain
tools for a decision support	 In recent years much progress has been made in
multivariate time series analysis� but for really high dimensional data� such as
intensive care data� traditional multivariate time series methods fail because
of the so�called �curse of dimensionality� 
Friedmann� �����	
Therefore� we see the necessity of new methodological approaches� which

are able to extract the important information from high dimensional data



and which work automatically and with fast algorithms	 One should not un�
derestimate or disregard that the results of a statistical online analysis have
to be readable in an easy manner� such that physicians and nurses are able
to recognize ad hoc the extracted information on the state of the patient	
In Section � we describe the data acquisition and storage with a CIS	 The

resulting demands for statistical methodology are formulated in Section �
and a simple procedure for a graphical analysis of time series data as a tool
for an ad hoc decision support is proposed in Section �	

� Data acquisition and storage

As the patient record is one of the most important tools in intensive care
therapy� one has to give attention to acquisition and storage of these records	
More and more devices with integrated microprocessors are in use at surgical
intensive care units for monitoring patients and for therapeutic interventions	
The use of CIS is unavoidable for processing the enormous data �oods	 In a
clinical evaluation carried out at a major German surgical intensive care unit�
a clinical information system was run for six years	 Experience has shown that
a well con�gured and well maintained CIS improves dramatically the quality
of therapy and care 
Imho�� ����� ����	
The CIS is based on a network of autonomous Unix workstations� one for

each bed	 Bedside devices 
such as monitors� ventilators� etc	� are connected
locally via serial interfaces	 All patient data are stored on the local hard
disk at the bedside and simultaneously mirrored onto a second workstation
within the network	 An administrative data server is used for administration
of the network and the CIS� and may serve as a communication hub with
central data services like the Hospital Information System	 For undisturbed
data analysis the patient record is transferred into a secondary SQL 
Sybase
SQL server� and exported into standard statistical software 
SPSS� SAS�	
Thus� it is guaranteed that most of the data relevant for patient monitoring

is recorded in a regular� reliable� and correct way and hence the technical re�
quirements for using statistical methods or tools for bedside decision support
are ful�lled	

� Challenges for statistical methods

The necessity of systematic research on statistical analysis of complex data
structures has been repeatedly pointed out during the past two decades 
see
for example Tukey� ����� Michie� �����	 Modern statistical methods and new
areas like neural networks� statistical assistant systems� projection pursuit�
�data mining� etc	 are concerned with modelling� analysing and visualizing
complex data structures	 The need for appropriate methods and the existence
of some of them is partly due to the increasing speed and capacity of com�
puters	 But in situations with really high dimensional data� which we often
�nd in the lifesciences� the usefulness of the above�mentioned procedures is



limited because the computational e�ort exceeds any possible computational
power 
Huber� �����	 Another fundamental problem is that in order to �ll
the highdimensional sample space one needs very large sample sizes� which
are seldom given in praxis	
This is especially true in the context of intensive care medicine	 Here the

challenge for statistical methods is to develop new types of methods for data
analysis� covering the following features�

� ability to deal with multivariate � high dimensional time series
� allowing for individual patient monitoring

� designed for online�monitoring data

� ability of pattern identi�cation

� implementation with fast algorithms
� allowing for simple interpretation	

To derive such methods� it is necessary to combine parsimonious model build�
ing with 
automatic� procedures for dimension reduction on the existing com�
putational basis	 Another aspect� which has to be considered is robustness	

In intensive care medicine this is especially important for pattern identi�ca�
tion	�

� A new approach to pattern recognition for physio�

logical variables from online monitoring systems

To �x ideas� let us be concerned in the following with the special task of
analysing univariate intensive care online�monitoring data	 We give an exam�
ple of a simple univariate method� which satis�es the principles of parsimony�
robustness and an ad hoc visualization and interpretation of the results	
One basic purpose of clinical monitoring of patients is to develop tools for

automatic detection of qualitative patterns like outliers� level changes and
trends in physiologic data	 Di�erent mathematical approaches exist� in par�
ticular in the framework of statistical time series analysis� and have been im�
plemented in experimental and commercial software packages today	 Mainly
two approaches are pursued� i	e	 procedures based on ARIMA�models 
batch
processing�� see for example Imho� et al� 
������ and state space models 
se�
quential processing� following Smith � West 
����� as well as Daumer et al�


�����	 It is not worked out yet how we can pro�t from these approaches to get
a basis for future bedside online multivariate time series analysis	 The reason
for this is that existing methods have actually been constructed for monitor�
ing univariate variables and their multivariate extensions fail because of the
�curse of dimensionality�	 Further� the possibilities for online�monitoring are
partly restricted	
Here� we discuss a new graphical approach for pattern recognition in uni�

variate time series based on phase space reconstruction	 Let fytgt�f������Ng be
a time series	 Takens 
����� considered the set of m�dimensional vectors� the



Fig� �� Realization of an AR����process Yt � ���Yt�� � �t� �t � N��� ��� t � IN

and its phase space reconstruction� the phase space vectors form an elliptic cloud

components of which are the time delayed observations of this time series�

yt �� 
yt��m���T � � � � � yt��T � yt�T � yt�
�� yt � IRm

with T�m � INnf�g� and t � �� � � � � N � 
m� ��T� The time delay is denoted
by T and m is called the embedding dimension	 Thus� the univariate time
series is transformed into an m�dimensional space� the so�called phase space	
The set fyt j t � �� � � � � N � 
m���Tg forms the phase space reconstruction	
The phase space retains the properties of the state space� the axis of which
are all variables� which characterize the dynamic	 A mathematical justi�ca�
tion of this approach is given in Takens 
�����	
Analytical methods based on phase space reconstruction� which have been
developed in theoretical physics to �nd properties of nonlinear dynamics� as�
sume large sample sizes	 Furthermore the data come from carefully controlled
physical experiments	 In the analysis of biological and ecological systems� we
often have small sample sizes and random errors and moreover empirical data
rather than data from controlled experiments	 Thus the exact topological re�
sults of Takens 
����� are not longer valid for stochastic systems	
Nevertheless the concept of phase space reconstruction can be used for

stochastic processes	 In Figure � an observation of an AR
���process with
Gaussian error terms and its ��dimensional phase space reconstruction 
m �
�� is depicted for T � �	 The chronological observations are combined in
order to show the movement through space	 The dependence structure can
be clearly recognized by the elliptic form of the vector cloud	 Typical distur�
bances of a time series like outliers� level shifts and trends can be visualized
by phase space reconstructions� too	 In Figure �a an outlier is inserted in a
simulated AR
���process and in Figure �c a level change at time point ��� is
added	 The outlier at time point �� arises in the phase space vectors yt and
yt��� such that these vectors extrude from the regular observations 
Figure
�b�	 Similar� all observations occuring after the level shift lie outside the orig�
inal ellipse and form a new one 
Figure �d�	 Such features are often found in
variables of intensive care data� for typical examples see Figure �	

First attempts to model and monitor linear physiologic time series with



Fig� �� Simulated time series and phase space reconstruction of an AR����process
with outlier and with level shift

Fig� �� Typical time series and phase space reconstructions of physiological data	
variables 
heart rate� and 
mean arterial pressure�

phase space reconstructions are done by Bauer 
������ proposing a robust and
automatic procedure with low computational e�ort for identi�cation of spe�
cial patterns in time series	 Although� up to now� this pattern identi�cation
procedure has been succesfully applied to controlled clinical studies� the gen�
eral use in automatic online monitoring remains for future developments	 A
generalization to multivariate time series and an extension in connection with
procedures for dimension reduction in the situation of high dimensional data



is under current research	 The combination of this method with procedures
for dimension reduction is necessary	 A detailed analysis of the dependencies
between the observed variables is a further fundamental task when modelling
high dimensional data	 Here the use of graphical models for multivariate time
series 
Dahlhaus� ����� or the combination of methods from statistics and
machine learning 
Morik et al�� ����� seem promising	
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